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(The figures in the right hand side margin indicate marks.
Answer all the questions)

1. Answer any three of the following questions                1×3=3
a) How a galvanometer is converted into an ammeter and voltmeter?
b) What is the function of a time- base circuit in a CRO?
c) Why Maxwell’s impedance bridge is not suitable for the 

measurement of high value self inductance?
d) What is thermo e.m.f ? How is it generated?
e) What is strain gauge? Define Gauge factor.
f) Why PMMC type galvanometer are better than PCMM?

2. Answer any three of the following questions.              2×3=6
a) How a CRO is used for measuring unknown frequencies?
b) What are the balance conditions in a generalised AC Wheatstone 

Bridge?
c) Draw the circuit diagram of a DC voltmeter constructed from 

PMMC type galvanometer.
d) What are errors? Out of various type of errors mention any three.
e) What is Aryton shunt or Universal shunt?
f) Define sensitivity of a voltmeter/ Multimeter.
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3. Answer any two of the following questions.                 5×2=10
a)  (i) Draw the circuit diagram of an AC ammeter by using PMMC

type galvanometer and explain its operation.
(ii) How a multirange ammeter will be constructed from here?

b) Draw  the  circuit  diagram  of  a  Schering  bridge.  Derive  the
expression for unknown capacitance at the  balance condition of
the bridge.

c) Show with a  proper  circuit  diagram how Kelvin  double  bridge
method is used for the measurement of a very low risistance.

d) Obtain the expression for electrostatic deflection sensitivity in a
cathode ray tube ( CRT).

4. Answer any one of the following questions.                  6×1=6
a) How a CRO measures the phase difference between two different 

signals? With the same device how voltage and frequency can also
be measured?

b) How capacitors are used for making a transducer? What quantity 
can be used for the purpose of measurement for such type of 
transducer?

c) Draw the circuit diagram of Maxwell bridge. Derive an expression
for the unknown inductance L at the balanced condition of the 
above mentioned bridge.
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